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FERRIER, Susan. The Novels of Susan Edmonstone Ferrier. In six volumes. With introduction by R. Brimley
Johnson & illustrations by Nelly Erichsen. London. J. M. Dent. 1894.
SOLD
6 vols., 205x135 mm., Marriage 2 vol., The Inheritance, 2 vols., Destiny, 2 vols., 19 plates, printed on tinted paper, original
cloth gilt, slight fading of backstrips, facsimile bookplate printed on front paste down endpapers. No 5 of 75 sets on large
thick paper, uncut.

[SCOTT, Walter.] Waverley; or, ‘Tis sixty years since. In three volumes. Third edition. Edinburgh. Printed
by James Ballantyne and Co. For Archibald Constable and Co and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown.
London. 1814.
£250
3 vols. 190x118 mm., lacking half titles, Vol 1. Pp. x, 358, Vol 2, pp. t.p. then [1]-370, Vol 3. pp. t.p, then [1]-371, contemporary
half Russia, lines gilt, titled direct, Vol 1 splitting at front upper hinge, but holding, vol 2 wormed at foot of outer hinges,
corners slightly bumped. Todd & Bowden 77Ae. Third Edition, First Issue.

[SCOTT, Walter.] Peveril of the Peak. By the author of “Waverley, Kenilworth,” &c. In four volumes.
Edinburgh. Archibald Constable and John Ballantyne. 1822.
£150
4 vols. 1st edition, 190x118 mm., with half titles, errata slip Vol 3, contemp half russia, lines gilt, titled direct, Vol 1 splitting
at front upper hinge, Vol 3 & 4 wormed at foot of backstrips, corners slightly bumped, contemp ink owner’s name G H
Wheler on title page, some pencil notes in margins Vols 1 & 3. Todd & Bowden 165Aa.

[SCOTT, Walter.] St Ronan’s Well. By the author of “Waverley, Quentin Durward,” &c. In three volumes.
Edinburgh. Archibald Constable. 1824.
£160
3 vols., 1st edition, 190x118 mm., with half titles, Constable’s catalogue at rear of vol 3, contemp half Russia, lines gilt, titled
direct, Vol 1 pages damp at one time but no staining, Todd & Bowden 171Aa.

[SCOTT, Walter.] The Abbot. By the author of “Waverley.” In three volumes. Edinburgh. Printed for
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Browne, London. Archibald Constable and John Ballantyne. 1820. £150.
3 vols. 1st edition, 190x118 mm., with half titles, New Editions catalogue leaf at rear of Vol 3, contemporary half Russia,
lines gilt, titled direct, Vol 1 splitting at front upper hinge, but holding, corners slightly bumped. Todd & Bowden 146Aa.

[SCOTT, Walter.] Kenilworth; a romance. By the author of “Waverley, Ivanhoe,” &c. In three
volumes.Edinburgh. Archibald Constable and John Ballantyne. 1821.
£150
3 vols. 1st edition, 190x118 mm., with half titles, Constables catalogue at rear of Vol 3, contemp half russia, lines gilt, titled
direct, Vol 1 splitting at front upper hinge, Vol 3 repair at top of upper hinge, corners slightly bumped, contemp ink owner’s
name G H Wheler on title page, Todd & Bowden 149Aa.

LOCKHART, John Gibson. Valerius; a Roman story. Edinburgh. William Blackwood. And T. Cadell. London.
1821.
£120
1st edition, 3 vols. 180x105 mm., lacking half titles, Vol 1. Pp.[1] verso blank, [3]-311, Vol 2. Pp. [1] verso blank, [3]-347, Vol
3. Pp. [1] verso blank, [3]-312, some light foxing, contemp half calf, bands gilt, titled direct, cracking of upper hinge vol 1,
but holding, other hinges looking fragile, corners bumped.

GRANT of Rothiemurchas, Elizabeth. Memoirs of a Highland Lady the Autobiography of Elizabeth Grant of
Rothiemurchas afterwards Mrs. Smith of Baltiboys 1797-1830. Edited by Lady Strachey. Third impression.
London. John Murray. 1898.
£65
225x150 mm., pp. xix, 495, contemp half morocco gilt, backstrip faded, titled direct, rear lower corner bumped, t.e.g., bound
by Truslove & Hanson. Bookplate of Lucy Roscoe.

WALKER, John. An economical history of the Hebrides and Highlands of Scotland. In two volumes. London.
Longman et al. Edinburgh. Guthrie & Anderson. 1812.
£250
2 vols., 2nd edition, 220x135 mm., Pp. Vol 1 [iv], viii, 389. Vol 2. [ii], 416, stain on title page vol 1, some foxing at rear of
vol. 2. Contemp half calf, bands gilt, green skiver label, some fading of gilt and small repair to upper hinge vol. 1.

FAUJAS-SAINT-FOND, B. Voyage en Angleterre, en Ecosse et aux Iles Hebrides; avant pour objet Les
Sciences, les Arts, l’Histoire naturelle et les Moeurs; avec La description mineralogique du pays de
Newcastle, des montagnes du Derbyshire, des environs d’Edinburgh, de Glasgow, de Perth, de S. Andrews,
du duche d’Inverary et de la grotte de Fingal. Avec figures.Paris. H. J. Jansen. 1797.
SOLD
2 vols., 200x130 mm., 7 fold out plates, with half titles, contemp full tree calf gilt, gilt extra on backstrip, slight fading of
backstrip, corners bumped.

LESINGHAM SMITH, Rev. C. Excursions through the Highlands and Isles of Scotland in 1835 and 1836.
London. Simpkin Marshall. 1837.
£95
195x125 mm., pp.xxii, [2], 310, “Directions for placing the plates.” slip inserted litho frontis., illus on title, 7 litho views,
contemp full calf gilt, bands, green skiver label, backstrip faded slight loss of gilt, fading of front & rear boards, extremities
rubbed.

NICCOL, Robert. Essay on Sugar, and general treatise on Sugar refining as practised in the Clyde Refineries:
Embracing the latest improvements, with illustrations, notes, &c.Greenock. Printed by A. Mackenzie. 1864.
£65
4to. 274x220 mm., pp.[4], iv, [5]-63, frontispiece 24 of 25 plates, lacking plate 12, printed in double columns, original marbled
paper boards, printed paper label on front board, cloth backstrip, inner hinges cracked, front blank prelim folded & dusty.

ANDERSON, James. An account of the present state of the Hebrides and Western Coasts of Scotland: In
which an attempt is made to explain the circumstances that have hitherto repressed the industry of the
natives…..Being the substance of a report to the lords of the Treasury of facts collected in a Tour of the
Hebrides… Dublin. Printed by M. Graisberry, for Messrs. White, Byrne, M’Kenzie, Marchbank, Jones &
Moore. 1786.
£150
205x130 mm., pp. [8], clxv, 452, fold out frontis tear at fold, large fold out map stained and repaired, contemp full calf, lines
gilt red label, crude repair to upper hinge, splitting at foot of upper hinge, worm damage at top of backstrip.

[BROWNE, James.] A Critical examination of Dr. Macculloch’s work on the Highlands and Western Islands
of Scotland. Edinburgh. Daniel Lizars. 1825.
£120
194x120 mm., Pp. [2], 302, some foxing on prelims and at rear, contemp half calf bands gilt skiver label, backstrip faded,
corners bumped, paper on boards scratched.

[BROWNE, James.] A Critical examination of Dr. Macculloch’s work on the Highlands and Western Islands
of Scotland. Second edition, with an Appendix. Edinburgh. Daniel Lizars. 1826.
£145
204x130 mm., Pp. [iii]- viii, lacking half title, 320, uncut, later half calf bands gilt skiver labels, by Ramage, repair to upper
hinge.

WILSON, James. A Voyage round the Coasts of Scotland and the Isles. Edinburgh. Adam & Charles Black.
1842.
SOLD
2 vols. 198x128 mm., 21 litho plates, fold out map, errata slip rear of Vol 2, some foxing of frontispiece’s and offsetting on
to title pages, later half green morocco, gilt extra, titled direct, bookplates of Lord Colin Campbell & T Dawson Brodie.
Printed slip on front paste down endpaper, cutting from Sothebys sale of Sir T.D. Brodie’s library, March 1904.

YOUNG, David. National Improvements upon Agriculture, in twenty-seven essays. Edinburgh. Printed for
and sold by the Author. 1785.
£350
213x136 mm., pp. xx, 412, list of subscribers, 3 plates, 1 fold out, contemp full calf, lines gilt, red label, Ink signature “J. L..
Weir Aug. 1943.” On front paste down. A very nice copy.

MacCULLOCH, John. The and Western Isles of Scotland, containing descriptions of their scenery and
antiquities, with an account of the Political history and ancient manners, and of the origin, language,
agriculture, economy, music, present condition of the people &c. &c. &c. Founded on a series of annual
journeys between the years 1811 and 1821, and forming an universal guide to that country, in letters to Sir
Walter Scott, Bart. London. Longman, Hurst, et al. 1824.
£250
4 vols. 220x137 mm., contemp full,calf, gilt, faded, boards slightly scratched, binding tight, bookplates removed.

MacCULLOCH, John. The Highlands and Western Isles of Scotland (Another Set)
4 vols, contemp half calf, bands gilt, titled direct, hinges repaired, some chipping top of backstrip vol 1 & 2.

£200

MISCELLANEA SCOTICA. A collection of tracts relating to the History, Antiquities, Topography, and
Literature of Scotland. Glasgow. Printed for and sold by John Wylie & Co. 1818.
£300
Four volumes. Published 1818-20. Containing 15 reprinted tracts, each with title, Maule's History of The Picts (1706),
Monipennie's Abridgement of The Scot's Chronicles (1612), History of The Feuds & Conflicts of The Clans (1764), Narrative
of The Massacre of Glencoe (1693), Life of Archbishop Sharp (1678), Monro's Description of The Western Islands (1594),
Martin's Voyage to St. Kilda (1698), Chronycle of The Dethe of James Stewarde (1440), Buchan's Description of Saint. Kilda
(1773), Memoirs of Lord Viscount Dundee (1714), Theophilus Insulanus's (Donald M'Leod) Treatise on Second Sight (1761),
Moncrieff's Memoirs Concerning The Ancient Alliance Between The French and Scots (1751), Life and Death of King James
The Fifth of Scotland (1612), Buchanan's Inquiry into Ancient Scottish Surnames (1723) & Historical Essay on The Family &
Surname of Buchanan (1723). With engraved plate of Buchanan of that Ilk’s arms, full contemp calf, rebacked retaining
backstrips and labels, armorial bookplate of James Graham.

BUCHANAN, Rev. John Lane. Travels in the Western Hebrides: From 1782 to 1790. London. G. G. J. and J.
Robinson. 1793.
£150
214x137 mm., pp xi, verso blank, 251, verso blank, contemp ink note in margins on p108-109, contemporary full calf
rebacked, lines gilt, red label.

MAXWELL, W. H. Highlands and Islands, being a sequel to “Wild Sports of the West.” In two volumes.
London. Geo. Routledge.
£160
2 vols. 218x140 mm., vol 1 frontis portrait, (slightly foxed.) pp. xii, lacking half title, errata leaf, 334, vol 2.viii, lacking half
title, 354, full polished calf, vol 2, small section of skiver label chipped, some loss of gilt on 5th compartment on backstrip,
two scratches front board, corners rubbed, ink presentation inscription on front free flyleaf to E. Withington on leaving
Eton, large Ex libris of Ruby Fleischmann.

FRASER, ROBERT. A letter to the Rt. Hon. Charles Abbot, Speaker of the House of Commons, containing
an inquiry into the most effectual means of improvement of the Coasts and Western Isles of Scotland, and
of the extension of the Fisheries. With a letter from Dr. Anderson to the author, on the same subject.
London. G. and W. Nicol. 1803.
£85
218x137 mm., pp.[2], 104, fold out frontis map, some foxing of map and title page, contemp, half calf, gilt, corners bumped,
paper boards scratched, bookplate removed.

HALL, Rev. JAMES. Travels in Scotland by an unusual route: With a trip to the Orkneys and Hebrides.
Containing hints for improvements in agriculture and commerce. With characters and anecdotes.
Embellished with views of striking objects, and a map, including the Caledonian Canal. London. J. Johnson.
1807.
SOLD
2 vols., 240x150 mm., pp. v, [3], 323, [2] list of plates, vol 2. Pp. [3], 324-622, [30], index & errata, double page map, 29
engravings, mainly views, contemp. Half calf, gilt lines, skiver labels, some rubbing and scratches, re-cased, new endpapers,
small hole on title page volume 1, slight foxing on map.

GRAHAM, Robert C. The Carved stones of Islay Glasgow. James. Maclehose & Sons. 1895.

SOLD

4to 292x230 mm., Pp xvi, 119, extra etched title page by D. Y. Cameron, map, 32 plates, orig. quarter morocco gilt, cloth
boards, some marking of boards at corners.

[HERON, ROBERT.] Scotland described: Or a topographical description of all the Counties of Scotland:
With the Northern and Western Isles belonging to it……. [Headed] New and improved edition. Edinburgh.
T. Brown. 1799.
£140
178x105 mm., pp. 10, [16] in columns, 348, fold out map, may lack a plate, but certainly no sign of ever having one, some
light foxing, contemporary half tree calf, lines gilt, red skiver label., marbled paper boards, slightly rubbed, previous owner’s
ink name on front prelim.

LOCH, JAMES. An account of the improvements on the estates, of the Marquess of Stafford, in the Counties
of Stafford and Salop, and on the estate of Sutherland. With remarks.London. Longmans, Hurst et al. 1820.
£450
232x150 mm., pp. xx, 236,118, 4, adverts., with half title, fold out map as frontis, 39 plates, some repair to a fold out map,
p. 127, not affecting engraved image, uncut, recent half sprinkled calf, backstrip gilt extra, red & green labels, bound by
Bayntun.

KENNEDY-FRASER, MARJORY. Songs of the Hebrides. Collected and arranged for voices and pianoforte
with Gaelic and English Words. London. Boosey & Co. 1909 & 1917.
£250
2 vols, 4to 320x260 mm., Vol 1 pp xxxix, 164, portrait frontis., vol 2 pp xxx, 242, [2], frontis., full morocco gilt extra, t.e.g.
by Maclehose Glasgow, some rubbing of extremities, small scratches on boards. Vol. 1, has an impression on the front board
that must have held a presentation plaque, owner’s name on flyleaf “Derek Blackwell.” A further volume was published in
1921.

[Archaeologia Scotica.] Transactions of the Society of the Antiquaries of Scotland. Illustrated with
copperplates. Vol. 1. Edinburgh. William Creech and T Cadell. London 1792.
£220
4to, Pp [12], [111]-570, 7 engraved plates one of which is fold out, (cancelled stamp to title-page over ink ms., appears to
be University Library of St. Andrews) contemporary full tree calf, lines gilt, skiver label, some slight cracking of upper hinge,
corners bumped.

[FORSYTH, Robert.] The Beauties of Scotland; containing a clear and full account of the Agriculture,
Commerce, Mines, and Manufactures; of the population, cities, towns, villages, &c, of each county.
Embellished with engravings. Edinburgh. Thomson Bonar and John Brown. 1805-1808.
SOLD
5 vols., 238x148 mm., fold out map, extra engraved title pages, 108 engraved views, contemp half calf bands gilt, skiver labels,
expertly repaired at some time, vol. five small wormholes top & foot of hinges, edges and marbled paper boards rubbed,
corners bumped.

STODDART, John. Remarks on Local Scenery & Manners in Scotland during the Years 1799 and 1800.
London. William Miller.1801.
SOLD
2 vols, 244x170 mm., 2 vignette engraved title pages, vol 1, pp. [2], xxiv, 310; vol 2., viii,341, [2], fold out map, 32 aquatint
plates, some offsetting of plates, contemp calf gilt boards, expertly rebacked to match, bands gilt, red & green labels., a.e.g.,
bumping of corners.

MURRAY AUST, Hon. Mrs. A companion and useful guide to the beauties of Scotland, and the Hebrides, to
the Lakes of Westmoreland, Cumberland, and Lancashire: and to the curiosities in the district of Craven, in
the West Riding of Yorkshire. Also a description of part of Scotland, particularly of the Highlands; and of
the Isles of Mull, Ulva, Staffa, I-Columbkill, Tirii, etc...……The Third Edition. London. W. Bulmer for the
Author. 1810.
£150
2 vols, 218x136 mm., Vol 1 pp. xxii, 429, verso blank, 27, Vol 2, pp. xvi, 436, contemp speckled calf, gilt, red & green skiver
labels, hinges cracked but holding, chipped top of backstrip vol. 1, armorial bookplates of “Margaret Smith Burges.”

KNOX, John. A tour through the Highlands of Scotland, and the Hebride Isles, in MDCCLXXXVI.London.
Printed for J Walter et al. 1787.
SOLD
215x137 mm., pp. clxxii, 276, 103, [5], contemp full calf gilt lines re skiver label, slight cracking of front hinge but holding.

The GALLOVIDIAN An illustrated Southern Counties Quarterly Magazine. & Gallovidian Annual.
Dalbeattie. Callan. Dumfries Maxwell, Dinwiddie. 1890-1940.
£480
24 volumes, 4to 250x190 mm., 1890 – 1940, lacking volume for 1906, profusely illustrated in b/w, most of the original part
covers bound in, uniform half calf, bands gilt, red skiver labels, unfortunately the boards and some prelims have suffered
water damage, but bindings are sound and attractive, board slightly bowed, gap between no 67 & 68 (1919) of four years,
during WW1, recommencing in 1920 as The GALLOVIDIAN Annual with a new paper cover. Later volumes have some
articles and poetry by Hugh McDiarmid, and illustrations by Jessie M. King.

DOUGLAS HERON and Company. The Precipitation and fall of Messrs. Douglas, Heron, and company, late
Bankers in Air, with The Causes of their Distress and Ruin, Investigated and Considered, By a Committee
of Inquiry, appointed by the Proprietors. Edinburgh. Printed in the Year 1778.
£240
4to 268x215 mm; pp. xiii, [1],167,[1],133, [1],31, [1],34. Includes. Appendices numbered I-X, Answers for Messrs. Charles
Fergusson and Company and A letter to the proprietors of the Bank of Edinburgh. Title page & prelims dusty, rebound new
quarter calf, marbled paper boards, bands, gilt skiver label.

CITY of Glasgow Bank. The Trustee Test Case in the Court of Session. Report of the Petition of William
Muir and Others for Rectification of the List of Contributories of the City of Glasgow Bank. Edited by Alex.
Taylor Innes, Esq. Advocate. The opinions revised by the Judges and the speeches by Counsel. Edinburgh.
Edinburgh Publishing Company. 1878.
£65
Pp252x155 mm., pp.115, [with] Official list of Shareholders their holdings and amount of their calls and appendix containing
a complete list of Trustees on Estates holding stock. Edinburgh. Edinburgh Publishing Co. 1878. Pp.64. contemp half calf,
bands gilt, red skiver label, slight cracking of upper hinge, bookplate of David Murray of Ballymenoch.

[MCVEAN, D. & R. Monteith.] Collection of Epitaphs and Monumental inscriptions, chiefly in
Scotland.Glasgow. Printed for D. Mcvean. 1834.
£48
200x123 mm., pp. iv, 369, engraved frontis., later half brown morocco, bands titled direct, rubbed at sides of backstrip, t.e.g.

WRIGHT, T. The History of Scotland from the earliest period to the present time. London. Virtue. N.d.
(Circa 1820)
£65
12mo in 6’s, 138x98 mm., engraved title, pp. xii, 356, then xiii-xvi, 129 engraved plates, interesting chapbook style
illustrations, contemp. half calf gilt, gilt in compartments red skiver label, some old repairs inner hinges repaired, Bookseller’s
label W Durrant Page, Norwich. N.L.S. only on Jisc.

MILLAR, A. H. Fife: Pictorial and Historical; its people, Burghs, Castles, and Mansions.Cupar-Fife. Westwood
& Son. 1895.
£225
2 vols. 4to 293x240 mm., 2 facs ms., 3 fold out maps, numerous illustrations full page and in text, Vol 2 pp 340-347 some
crayon underlining of text, upper inner hinge of vol 2, slightly cracked but still tight, card envelope at rear slightly torn,
original cloth gilt, some stains on boards, backstrips faded, corners bumped.

INNES, Cosmo. Sketches of early Scotch history and social progress, Church organisation, the University,
Home life. Edinburgh. Edmonston and Douglas. 1861.
£120
220x150 mm., Pp.xx, 624, half green morocco bands gilt, titled direct.

